Abstract-Cognitive radio sensor networks (CRSNs) are event-based systems such that sensor nodes detect events and the event readings of the sensors are collaboratively conveyed in a multi-hop manner through vacant channels from event regions to a sink. Hence, the event-to-sink communication and the dynamic radio environment require a coordination scheme in CRSNs. In this paper, we propose a spectrum-aware clustering protocol to address the event-to-sink communication coordination issue in mobile CRSNs. Our clustering scheme consists of two phases. The first phase is the determination of nodes eligible for clustering, and the second phase is to form clusters among those nodes according to vacant spectrum bands. Clusters are temporary and they are not preserved after the end of events. Furthermore, we find average re-clustering probability, expected cluster coverage area, and find maximum event generation frequency for energy-efficient operation of our protocol. We study performance of our protocol in terms of control and data packet exchange, time steps required for clustering, connectivity of clusters, energy consumed for clustering, and re-clustering ratio due to the mobility. Performance comparison simulations show that our algorithm has better performance in terms of connectivity and energy consumption.
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INTRODUCTION
C COGNITIVE radio technology has been proposed as a solution for the electromagnetic spectrum scarcity problem. Wireless nodes with cognitive radio (CR) capability can utilize the idle licensed bands opportunistically without any interference on primary users (PUs) [1] , [2] . Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) can benefit from this advantage of CR technology to overcome the spectrum scarcity challenge. To this end, a new wireless networking paradigm, cognitive radio sensor networks (CRSNs), has been proposed by enabling dynamic spectrum access (DSA) schemes in WSNs [3] .
Different from the fixed frequency allocation approach in WSNs, CRSN nodes opportunistically utilize the idle licensed bands. The opportunistic usage of the spectrum is provided by the cognitive cycle operations. CRSN nodes sense the spectrum to determine vacant bands by the spectrum sensing, choose their operating frequencies by the spectrum decision, and change the frequency by the spectrum hand-off according to the licensed user activities [3] . CRSNs are distributed networks such that they do not depend on any central entity to regulate the communication. Packets generated by the event detecting nodes are transmitted in a multi-hop manner from the event region to the sink in a dynamic radio environment. Technological event region to the sink in such a dynamic environment. Clusters group nodes to cooperate with each other for the event packet routing, the channel assignment and sharing the channel sensing results reliably. Data channel can be determined by the cluster-head and cluster members for intra-cluster communication [10] . Clustering also provides network performance guarantees by organizing the nodes with respect to the dynamic channel availabilities. Clusterheads and gateway nodes form a backbone for distributed CRSNs such that routing, cognitive cycle operations and mobility management become more manageable.
In a mobile and dynamic radio environment, keeping cluster structure before any event-to-sink communication may lead to excessive energy consumption. Hence, we propose forming clusters after event occurrences in CRSNs. The formed clusters are spectrum-aware such that the clustering criteria do not only depend on physical proximity but also available channels of the nodes and their positions in the network relative to the sink. In this paper, we present mobility-aware Event-to-sink Spectrum-Aware Clustering (mESAC) protocol for mobile CRSNs. The contributions of our paper are itemized as follows.
Re-clustering probability and expected cluster coverage area are calculated. Maximum event generation frequency achieving energy-efficiency with respect to the whole network clustering is studied. The effects of mobility and the weight of the mobility in the cluster-head selection process are investigated.
PROBLEM MOTIVATION
We first describe the network model for CRSN. Afterwards, we give the motivation for the event-driven clustering.
Network Model
PUs utilize the licensed bands without any restrictions. CRSN nodes are the secondary users (SU) which can opportunistically access licensed channels if there is no primary user activity [2] . CRSN nodes can move according to random waypoint mobility model [11] . The nodes form a graph denoted by G ¼ ðV; EÞ where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges connecting the nodes. Two neighboring CRSN nodes are connected if they have a common channel.
There are M non-overlapping orthogonal channels having unique IDs. CRSN nodes can detect vacant spectrum bands by wideband spectrum sensing. The transmission ranges of PUs and SUs are comparable such that the sensing results of SUs are correlated for the same neighborhood.
The communication is event-driven, and CRSN nodes located within the event radius detect the event. These nodes generate packets to be delivered to the sink. Many-toone traffic pattern from the event detecting nodes toward the sink node is generated in a CRSN as illustrated in Fig. 1 . There are three primary radios (PRs) and the coverage areas of them are shown by the circles with dashed lines and their operating channels are shown. Inside these circles, SUs can not use those channels if PUs are active.
Clustering needs the exchanges of control messages. The exchanges of these messages are provided via a common control channel with a very small bandwidth. It is available for SUs at any time [12] . Time is slotted and CRSN nodes can transmit their control information in these time synchronized slots. The time synchronization is not in the scope of the paper. Overlay spectrum sharing is used as an interference avoidance model, i.e., SUs use portions of the spectrum not used by the PUs [2] . SUs know their location by utilizing localization algorithms. Neighbor discovery is provided by the periodic common control channel signaling. All nodes know one-hop neighbors and their vacant channels by this signaling [13] . Table 1 shows the notations and their explanations which are useful for explaining the clustering protocol.
As in [14] , the traffic of primary channel m is modeled as semi-Markov ON-OFF process where channel m's state changes with probabilities p on;m and p off;m . OFF state of channel m is considered as a spectrum opportunity for SUs in the communication range of PU using channel m. SUs can use this channel for the communication and the cluster formation. This is the temporal variation of the spectrum availabilities. Also, PUs can be assumed to be distributed uniformly over the network area [15] . This may be interpreted as the spatial variation of the spectrum availabilities.
The free space path loss model is adopted such that fs ¼ 10 pJ=bit=m 2 and E elec ¼ 50 nJ=bit [16] . We also assume that the control packets for clustering are 200 bits [17] . We do not take into account the energy for spectrum sensing since it is a common and periodic process for each CRSN node. Our focus is the extra energy consumption due to the channel switching during the event packet transport. The energy consumption for the channel switching is assumed to be J sw ¼ 40 mJ [18] . Distance between event and sink in meters r CRSN node transmission range in meters
Problem Motivation
Multi-channel sensor networks and CRSNs utilize multiple channels for the communication. The most advantageous aspect of utilizing multiple channels in CRSNs and multichannel WSNs is empowering parallel transmissions [19] . This aspect of the multi-channel communication alleviates the contentions and the collisions in these type of dense sensor networks. Multi-channel sensor networks are closely akin to CRSNs in this aspect but there is a fundamental difference. In case of the channel degradation and the interference, sensor nodes in multi-channel WSNs change the operating frequency band without any limitation by a licensed user. However, the channels CRSN nodes opportunistically utilize are the licensed channels and they can be used only when these channels are idle in CRSNs. The CR capabilities of sensor nodes provide the adaptability to the dynamic radio environment. Hence, the solutions for CRSNs must take into account the PU activities. Although multi-channel WSNs and CRSNs have similar challenges such as channel switching and channel coordination, the realization of CRSNs poses some extra challenges due to the specific properties of CR and sensor networks, and the challenges are amplified by their unique union. The limited battery capability requires energy-efficient and low cost solutions as in the case of multi-channel WSNs. On the other hand, the spectrum management is a result of CR capability of CRSN nodes. The dynamic radio environment due to CR capabilities requires spectrum-awareness. Furthermore, the operation over multiple channels also poses challenges which are also experienced by multi-channel sensor networks. One of these challenges is channel switching which causes energy consumption. Channel coordination is another challenge faced by CRSNs and multi-channel WSNs. Two neighbor nodes must be on the same channel if they intend to communicate. However, solutions proposed for multi-channel WSNs are not spectrum-aware since they do not consider licensed user activities [20] , [21] . On the other hand, cognitive radio network (CRN) solutions discard the hardware and the energy limitations. The solutions for multi-channel WSN and CRN do not address energyefficiency and spectrum-awareness simultaneously.
The event-driven communication nature of CRSN causes a burst packet injection towards the sink. This yields a communication corridor from the event region to the sink [22] . There exist communication activities only when events occur and there are unique challenges of spectrum-aware communications and the mobility of the nodes. Hence, we propose an event-driven spectrum-aware clustering scheme in the corridor between event and sink to overcome these challenges. The main motivations for proposing clustering technique to this ephemeral event routing problem can be itemized as follows.
Data aggregation is one of the most important features of the clustering technique. The nodes closer to each other make correlated observations [23] . This decreases the number of data packet transmission which is the most energy consuming part of event reporting. Furthermore, these nodes make correlated spectrum sensing observations [15] . Correlated spectrum sensing logically partitions the nodes in the network into groups with similar spectrum availabilities. Hence, the clustering fulfills the need for the data aggregation, and also the coordinate the spectrum-aware communication.
The spectrum mobility and the node mobility pose a significant challenge on communication. The channel on which the sensor nodes decide to communicate may become occupied and a new communication channel must be decided. A node may lose its contact with its communicating neighbor due to the mobility of nodes and a new neighbor node must be decided for the event data routing. However, the clusters can deal with the spectrum mobility and the node mobility since the cluster may switch to another data channel among its cluster channels and the communicating node find easily another node in the cluster to route its event packets. Once, the clustering proposes redundancy against spectrum mobility and node mobility. A node must exchange control packets with all other neighbors to establish a communication link if the clustering is not utilized [10] . The constraint of having at least a common channel and mobility may be very energy-consuming for the communication in CRSN without clustering since the nodes exchange control packets at each hop. However, clustering forms a communication structure keeping some neighbor nodes tuned to the same channel. The cluster structure may reduce the channel switching during transmissions of event packets. These advantages can be shown with an example for an event-to-sink communication scenario shown in Fig. 2 . For clustering case, S nodes and P nodes are the cluster members, and the bottleneck node is the cluster-head. S transmissions on the same channel which causes SE ept energy consumption where E ept is the energy for one-hop transmission. The cluster-head aggregates these packets into one packets and transmits that packet to the nodes closer to the sink. The total energy consumption for the clustering case is ðS þ 1ÞE ept . If the clustering is not used for this scenario, S nodes send their packets to the bottleneck node and W 1 transmissions require channel switching where 0 W 1 S. The bottleneck node sends all the received packets without aggregation which requires S transmissions and W 2 channel switching where 0 W 1 S. The total energy consumption is 2SE ept þ ðW 1 þ W 2 ÞJ sw . This simple scenario shows the advantage of the clustering scheme in spectrum-aware communication.
RELATED WORK
There is a substantial amount of work on the clustering for cognitive radio networks (CRNs) and WSNs in literature. We classify some of the important works as those which have spectrum-awareness and not. For instance, in one of the spectrum-aware clustering approach in [24] , the authors propose a distributed coordination architecture to overcome the spectrum heterogeneity challenge and the scalability issues. The proposed scheme groups nodes according to the selection of coordination channels adaptively and forms clusters in CRN. The scheme tries to maintain the groups during the network operation. Users are clustered in the same group if they have at least one common channel and two nodes in the same cluster can communicate via multiple hops. The aim is to minimize the number of clusters in the network. However, it decreases the number of common channels in clusters. Consequently, this feature of the protocol increases re-clustering probability since it causes less common channels among the cluster members. In [25] , the network is partitioned into clusters by grouping neighbor nodes sharing local common channels. The network is formed by interconnecting the clusters gradually. Furthermore, it provides mechanisms for neighbor discovery, cluster formation, network formation, and network topology management. [26] uses graph theory for spectrum opportunistic clustering (SOC) and assigns control channel to each cluster so that each node in a cluster can communicate within the cluster by local common channels. The recent work [15] presents network topology and spectrum availability as bipartite graphs. Every node constructs bipartite graphs with its one-hop neighbors and available channels. Biclique graphs are obtained from these bipartite ones according to metrics such as maximum edge, maximum node and maximum edge one sided cardinality. These approaches do not use common channel over the entire network, however, a control channel is assigned to each cluster in the network by the clustering technique. The approaches in [15] , [26] are not applicable to CRSN since there are three steps to form clustering which needs excessive energy consumption. The authors in [27] construct minimal number of clusters in cognitive radio networks using affinity propagation (AP) message-passing technique. ROSS-DGA and ROSS-DFA are two distributed clustering approaches offered in [28] . They form robust clusters by providing inter-cluster and intra-cluster connectivity using the game theory. These approaches are not compatible with the resource-constrained nature of CRSN nodes. They do not consider the event-driven communication paradigm which is essential for CRSNs.
A clustering scheme is proposed for multi-channel WSNs to achieve power-efficiency [20] . It proposes a backbone by clustering and decreases the amount of packet forwarded to the sink by data aggregation by cluster-heads. However, clustering in [20] does not take into account the PU activities. The recent work in [29] suggests a spectrum-aware clustering protocol to enable energy-efficient communication in CRSN by intra-cluster aggregation and inter-cluster relaying. It also finds the optimal number of nodes in a cluster. However, the authors do not consider the connectivity between cluster-heads for inter-cluster communication. On the other hand, the clustering approaches proposed for WSNs consider energy-efficiency but lack spectrum-awareness. The clusters are formed by first selecting cluster-heads in WSN clustering schemes. Optimal cluster-head selection is an NP hard problem [30] . A novel cluster-head selection algorithm, Weighted Clustering Algorithm (WCA) [31] , is proposed based on the combined weight metric. This metric is calculated by taking into account several system parameters. Despite vast amount of clustering approaches in WSN, the idea of clustering between event and sink, namely Event-to-Sink Directed Clustering (ESDC), is proposed in [22] . It suggests forming clusters in the corridor between the event and the sink in WSNs. However, this clustering scheme is not applicable to CRSN since WSN nodes are not aware of CR functionalities and ESDC does not address spectrum heterogeneity.
Although there exists significant amount of clustering approaches on CRNs, they do not address the challenge of limited energy resource and hardware capacity of sensor nodes. Thus, energy-efficient clustering solution is required to address the limited energy resource challenge as well as opportunistic spectrum access challenges. In this paper, we provide energy-efficiency by exploiting the event-driven communication nature, and perform the spectrum-aware clustering for the coordination in a dynamic radio environment.
MOBILITY-AWARE EVENT-TO-SINK SPECTRUM-AWARE CLUSTERING (MESAC)
Our clustering protocol, mESAC, provides an on-the-fly coordination scheme for the communication in CRSN. We propose a two phase clustering protocol to establish the coordination between the event and the sink. The first phase is for the determination of the intermediate eligible nodes between the event and the sink, i.e., the formation of an eligibility routing corridor for clustering. In the second phase, the nodes in this corridor form the spectrum-aware clusters with their one-hop neighbors. Clusters are maintained until the end of the event. These phases are explained individually in the following sections.
Eligibility Corridor Determination
The communication in CRSN starts with event occurrences, i.e., resources are used in the network for event occurrences. Hence, we designed our protocol according to communication needs of CRSN. The first step of our protocol is to determine the corridor between event and sink. This step is performed in a distributed fashion since the network is decentralized. We specify this corridor by changing the status of the nodes in this region. The first step of determining the eligible nodes is the event detection in our distributed approach. The event detecting nodes become eligible for clustering directly. Afterwards, Eligibility For Clustering REQuest (EFC_REQ) messages are sent by these nodes to their one-hop neighbors through a common control channel by piggybacking it to the spectrum sensing packets through cooperative diversity mechanism [15] , [32] . Each node receiving this message becomes an eligible node if it is located closer to the sink than the EFC_REQ sender. The new eligible nodes send EFC_REQ to their non-eligible onehop neighbors and the process continues until EFC_REQ reaches the sink. Non-eligible nodes do not send EFC_REQ messages, hence, the corridor can not be expanded further in the directions other than the direction towards the sink.
Finally, the eligibility corridor is determined by these messages. Algorithm 1 outlines the eligibility process for the clustering. mESAC determines the eligible nodes in a distributed manner by Algorithm 1. In this phase, we assume that the sensor node density is sufficient to not terminate the formation of eligibility corridor due to routing towards the sink. If a node receives an EFC_REQ message by one of its neighbors, the sender already knows if the request receiver is eligible due to the neighbor discovery. However, the nodes that are eligible or non-eligible for clustering inform their neighborhood by Eligibility For Clustering REPly (EFC_REP) message upon receiving an EFC_REQ message. Due to the mobility, some nodes leave or enter the eligibility region, the topology changes in the eligibility region are tracked by the neighbor discovery process which is not in the scope of this paper. These nodes become eligible or noneligible according to the eligibility condition by the requests from their eligible neighbors. After this process, a new subnetwork is generated which is denoted by G 0 ¼ ðV 0 ; E 0 Þ where V 0 is the set of eligible nodes and E 0 is the set of edges connecting eligible nodes. V 0 is a subset of V . The steps of the first phase of the protocol is shown in Fig. 3 . The mobility management in this corridor is done in a cooperative manner. If an eligible node moves out of the eligibility corridor which is a result of having no eligible neighbors, it becomes non-eligible and waits for an EFC_REQ. If a non-eligible node encounters an eligible node and it satisfies the eligibility condition, it becomes eligible.
Cluster-Head Selection
The motivation of clustering in sensor networks is to create organizational structures and to manage distributed wireless networks in a structured way. The dynamic radio environment intensifies the need for a clustering scheme to coordinate the communication in a typical CRSN. In this work, we group the eligible nodes in the event-to-sink corridor according to their spectrum availabilities while maintaining intra-cluster and inter-cluster communication.
Only the nodes that are appointed as eligible form clusters. The clusters are not maintained in the network if the event detecting nodes do not further sample the event.
Cluster-heads are the local coordinators in the cluster. They perform data aggregation, manage the change of the idle spectrum bands in the clusters and manage the mobility of the nodes. They also receive the event reports from the cluster members that are closer to the event. Afterwards, they perform data aggregation to reduce the event reports and route these reports to the nodes closer to the sink.
Optimal cluster-head selection is an NP-hard problem [30] . Hence, heuristic algorithms are proposed for this problem in literature. In our case, the solution to the clusterhead selection problem also requires spectrum-awareness in the dynamic radio environment. Hence, the cluster-head selection must take into account the vacant spectrum bands of the eligible nodes. In this paper, we propose an algorithm to determine cluster-heads among the eligible nodes after the first phase. The formed clusters must be stable against the fluctuations of the spectrum availabilities, the energy outage, and the mobility of the nodes. To this end, we take into account several system parameters as in [31] . Every eligible node is assigned a weight according to a combination of different parameters. This weight shows the capability of a nodes to serve as a cluster-head. In our heuristic selection method, we maximize the weight of the selected clusterheads. Hence, we select the nodes in the network having maximum capability to serve as cluster-heads. The parameters for selecting cluster-heads can be itemized as follows.
Eligible node degree, d e i : The node with the highest eligible one-hop neighbor must be more likely to be a cluster-head since it has more opportunity to form a cluster and to maintain the formed cluster. Hence, selecting the node with the highest node degree as cluster-head will have higher chance and combination alternatives to form robust cluster with its eligible one-hop neighbors. Number of available channels, C i : Spectrum-aware clustering is performed according to the available channels of cluster-heads and their one-hop neighbors. Hence, the cluster-head must be the one having the highest number of available channels to increase the number of available channels in a cluster. If a node with the highest available number becomes a cluster-head, the cluster becomes more stable since there will be higher chance to have greater number of vacant bands in the formed cluster. If the node with less number of vacant bands is selected as a cluster-head, it will confine the cluster structure to less common channels in the formed cluster and smaller number of cluster member nodes. The selection of cluster-head node with higher vacant channels also increases the probability of inter-cluster communication since the nodes with the highest number of vacant channels in its neighborhood have higher possibility to possess a common channel with the neighboring cluster-heads. Remaining energy, E i : Cluster-heads are more active than ordinary node due to the intra-cluster communication. Therefore, the remaining energy is an important parameter while selecting the cluster-heads. Distance to the sink, d i;sink : The data collected by the sensor nodes is aggregated in the cluster-head. The collected data is transferred by the cluster-heads in the event routing corridor. Hence, the selection of cluster-heads closer to the sink decreases the energy consumption in CRSN. Node speed, v i : It is a good choice to select the nodes whose speeds are low as cluster-heads for stable clusters. In the weight calculation, the node speed is inversely proportional to the weight. The clusterhead is the main entity for a cluster, and if it leaves the cluster region, all the member nodes become non-clustered. The above parameters are selected to maintain the stability of the formed clusters and to provide the energyefficiency. These parameters are used separately in literature to select the cluster-heads. For example, the node degree is used for WSN clustering [33] , the number of available channels is used CRN clustering [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] , the remaining energy and the distance to the sink are used for WSN clustering [22] . However, to the best of our knowledge the combination of these parameters for the cluster-head selection in a dynamic radio environment has not been considered. Hence, we propose a cluster-head election process based on the combination of these parameters. According to these parameters, every eligible node has a weight for the cluster-head election which is defined as
for an arbitrary eligible node i. The sum of the weight of the parameters is 1. d e i is obtained by the EFC_REP messages of the neighbor nodes. The other parameters are contained in the node i. After the first phase, the eligible nodes determine their weights for the cluster-head selection. The units of the parameters are different, however, we are interested in their magnitudes. The weight of each parameter depends on the system requirements. Although there is not an exact procedure to select the weights of the parameters, the following steps can be carried out to tune the weights of these parameters. First, if one or more parameters are not important to the reader, then the weight of this/these parameters should be zero. The reader should divide the total weight, which is 1, between the remaining parameters. If the remaining parameters are equally important, the weights of the remaining parameters stay the same. However, if there is one parameter whose importance is greater than the remaining parameters, the weight of this parameter should be increased incrementally by decreasing the weights of the other parameters until the desired system performance is achieved. If there are more than one parameter whose importance is greater than the remaining parameters, the reader should also increase the weights of these important parameters by decreasing the weights of the less important parameters. Hence, the reader/ researcher should tune the weight of the parameters to achieve the desired system performance according to the importance of the parameters. The more important parameter should have the greater weight and the less important parameter should have the less weight. For example, if the nodes are not mobile, w 5 must be zero. For an other case where w 1 ¼ 1 and w 2 ¼ w 3 ¼ w 4 ¼ w 5 ¼ 0, the cluster-head selection depends only on the node degree, and cluster-head selection becomes the highest node degree algorithm in [33] . We are offering a general weighing scheme and optimal values of the parameter weights can be found for different network setups. This optimization is beyond our scope.
In this procedure, the nodes with the highest weight in their neighborhood become cluster-heads. The new clusterheads and their one-hop neighbors are deprived from the cluster-head election process. The cluster-head election process continues with the nodes that are not deprived from the election procedure. These remaining nodes again control whether they are the nodes with the highest weight among their non-clustered neighbor nodes. This process will go on until all nodes are clustered.
Time Complexity of Cluster-Head Selection
The cluster-head selection is a completely distributed process. The node which does not have the highest weight among its eligible neighbors waits for its eligible neighbor nodes to become cluster-heads or members of cluster-heads. Thus, this node can become a node having the highest weighted node among its non-clustered eligible neighbors or can be deprived from the cluster-head selection process by a newly selected neighboring cluster-head. Hence, the time required for cluster-head election procedure depends on the maximum number of hops in the eligibility corridor. It is directly related to the hop diameter of the eligibility corridor which is generally the number of hops between the event and the sink. Thus, the time complexity of the clusterhead selection process depends on the distance between the event and the sink.
Determining Cluster Members
First, each cluster-head investigates whether common channels exist among all its eligible one-hop neighbors. If the number of the calculated common channel is nonzero, then the cluster-head sends C_REQ to its eligible one-hop neighbors. If there is not even a common channel among the eligible onehop neighbors, the node calculates the weights of its vacant channels. The weight of a channel is calculated by counting the number of eligible one-hop neighbors having that channel in their vacant channel set. The highest weighted channel becomes the desired cluster channel, and the other common channels are the backup channels against PU appearance. The eligible one-hop neighbors having that channel become the desired cluster members. A tie is resolved in favor of the channel having smaller channel ID number. The cluster-head node sends C_REQ to these desired cluster members. However, a node may be a neighbor of two or more cluster-heads and it becomes a member of only one cluster-head. Hence, the desired calculated structure may not be achieved since a node will reply to only one of C_REQs.
The node receiving C_REQs from multiple neighboring cluster-heads selects the node with the lowest weight. The lowest weight selection is due to the load balancing between cluster-heads. The cluster-head with the lowest weight has less member, and the cluster-heads with higher weight has greater number of members. In order to decrease the burden of the cluster-heads with higher weights, the cluster-head with the lower weight is selected for the cluster membership.
Dominating Set
The cluster-head selection is based on the iterative selection of cluster-heads according to the weights of one-hop neighborhood. Hence, the cluster-head selection procedure forms a dominating set among eligible nodes such that every eligible node is either a cluster-head or a neighbor of a clusterhead. Every non-clustered eligible node is covered by cluster-head set. However, an eligible node may not receive any C_REQ from any of its neighbor cluster-head nodes. In this case, these nodes become cluster-heads. Each eligible node is either a cluster-head or a cluster member. Hence, the set with eligible nodes forms a dominating set.
Convergence of mESAC
Nodes in a formed eligibility corridor are connected due to the assumption of connectivity of the network such that all event messages from the event region reach to the sink ultimately. Hence, the convergence of the eligibility corridor formation, which is the first phase of the algorithm, is guaranteed due to the connectivity.
In the second phase, the cluster-head selection procedure is performed iteratively in a distributed fashion among the formed eligible network, G 0 . Hence, the procedure finishes until all the nodes in V 0 becomes either a cluster-head or a neighbor of a cluster-head in which the time required for this process depends on the diameter of G 0 . Afterwards, the eligible nodes that are not cluster-head respond to the clustering requests from the neighboring cluster-heads having the lowest weight. They become members of the corresponding cluster-heads. If a non-clustered eligible node does not receive any request from its neighboring cluster-heads, it becomes a cluster-head. Thus, each node in V 0 becomes either a clusterhead or a member of a cluster-head. This finalizes our algorithm which guarantees the overall convergence.
Topology Change Due to Mobility
A non-eligible node can leave or enter the eligibility corridor during the event transport due to the mobility of nodes. The node leaving the eligibility region may be a cluster-head or a member node. If it is a member node, cluster structure continues without that node, and the members and the channels of the cluster change accordingly. On the other hand, if the leaving node is a cluster-head, the cluster-head selection procedure is implemented as in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
A node can enter the eligibility corridor. It becomes eligible by EFC_REQ message from its eligible one-hop neighbors. The incoming node first becomes eligible, then it associates itself to the nearest cluster-head if it has the channels of that cluster. Otherwise, it becomes a cluster-head.
Inter-Cluster Communication
Inter-cluster communication is performed through the gateway nodes. Due to the fluctuations of the spectrum availability, a common channel may not exist between neighboring cluster-heads. Hence, the inter-cluster communication is performed via gateway nodes and it is coordinated by the cluster-heads. The inter-cluster communication depends on the common channels between the nodes in the neighbor clusters.
The parameter which defines the number of vacant channels while selecting cluster-heads increases the possibility of common channels between the neighboring clusterheads. If there is a common channel between any pair of neighboring cluster-heads, there is no need to change the operation channel between the cluster-heads and the gateway nodes. This provides energy-efficiency since the channel switching is energy consuming operation.
EFFICIENCY REQUIREMENT OF EVENT-TO-SINK
APPROACH FOR CLUSTERING
Average Re-Clustering Probability
The spectrum opportunity occurs for a node, if it senses the channel as idle. This event occurs if the node is not around any PU and the channel is successfully sensed as idle, or if it is in the transmission range of the PU and the PU is not active and the node senses the channel as idle, or PU is active and the node falsely senses the channel idle. To this end, we first find the probability that a node is not in the transmission range of a PU. This probability is obtained as
where t is the transmission range of a PU and A is the area of the network. The imperfections on the channel sensing cause errors. The probabilities of detection and mis-detection can be defined respectively as
The channel usage of a PU depends on its ON-OFF probabilities. These probabilities can be denoted as p on and p off . A CRSN node can have the channel i in its vacant channel list in three cases which can be explained as follows.
If the node is outside of the transmission range of the PU and the state of the channel i is detected successfully, the channel i is in the vacant channel list. This probability can be written as p w p d . If the node is inside the transmission range of the PU which is OFF, and the state of the channel i is detected successfully, the channel i is in the vacant channel list. This probability can be written as ð1 À p w Þp off;i p d . If the node is inside the transmission range of the PU which is ON, and the state of the channel i is misdetected as idle, the channel i is in the vacant channel list. This probability can be written as ð1 À p w Þp on;i p m . The probability that channel i is in the vacant channel list of a node can be obtained by the union of these three independent cases. Hence, p l;i is
Since ON probabilities of the channels are the same, we can omit i in the subscripts in Eq. (5) and can state the probability that an arbitrary channel in the system is in the list of a node as p l . This probability defines the change of the channel availability in our dynamic radio environment under the imperfect channel sensing and the spatial variation of PUs.
Under random waypoint mobility model in a wireless network, the distribution of the distance between any pair of nodes, D, can be found for a square network whose one side length is L as in [11] . It is defined for the square of the distance, hence, for 0 < D L 2 , the distribution of the distance between any two nodes smaller than L 2 can be written as in Eq. (6) .
Two nodes become neighbors if they are in the transmission ranges of each other. Hence, the probability that the two nodes are neighbors, which can be denoted by p n , can be given as
The re-clustering condition for a cluster is to have no common channel among its members. Hence, the re-clustering probability of the cluster can be found by considering the overall probability that there is no common channel among the possible cluster members. First, we have a cluster-head for a cluster structure. There can be N À 1 member of a cluster at most since there are N nodes in the network. Furthermore, any set of channels from the set of channels in the network, C, can be the common channel set of the cluster. There must be an event occurrence for the cluster formation since our clustering algorithm is event-driven. We denote event occurrence as E ¼ 1, and the no event case as E ¼ 0. To this end, the probability of the re-clustering of a cluster given that an event occurred, p rcjE¼1 can be expressed as
where M is the size of the channel set in the system. Hence, the probability of re-clustering can be found as
where p e ¼ Pr½E ¼ 1 is the probability that an event has occurred.
Expected Cluster Coverage Area
Cluster coverage area is the area covered by the clusterhead plus the extra coverage regions contributed by possible cluster members. Applying the procedure in [34] , the coverage area of a cluster can be found as follows. In the first step, the coverage area contributed only by the clusterhead is pr 2 . Maximum possible total area of a cluster is pð2rÞ 2 since possible one-hop cluster members can be located at a distance r to the cluster-head so that the maximum radius from the cluster-head becomes 2r. We ignore the edge effects in our computations.
We start with the cluster-head in the coverage area computation of a cluster structure. The cluster-head coverage, which is the minimum cluster coverage area, can be expressed as g 1 ¼ g min ¼ pr 2 and the maximum cluster coverage area can be expressed as g max ¼ pð2rÞ 2 . In the next steps, we assume that the cluster-head gains member nodes and we investigate the contribution of the incoming cluster member to the cluster coverage area. For instance, if there are k À 1 nodes in the cluster and one more node joins the cluster, the cluster coverage area of k nodes becomes as
where a k is the contribution from the kth member node. If we take expectation on both sides of Eq. (10), it becomes
The fraction of the contribution by the kth node with respect to the maximum cluster coverage area can be written as
The contribution of the kth node is obtained as
The expected cluster coverage area can written as
where g 1 is a constant. The procedure for finding the expected cluster coverage are can be iteratively found from the first node, i.e., the cluster-head, to the nth node. It can be obtained as
Some of the nodes in the neighborhood of the clusterhead have the common channels with the cluster-head and they contribute to the expected cluster coverage area. If we denote the probability that there are n nodes satisfying the clustering criteria as Pr½k ¼ n, the expected cluster coverage area can be written as
Eq. (15) can be expanded so as to write the explicit form for Pr½k ¼ n as
Event Characteristic
The energy-efficiency of our protocol depends on the event characteristics. In the whole network clustering approach, all nodes form and maintain the clusters without any event occurrences. Event-to-sink approach forces the cluster formation with the event occurrences in the region between the event and the sink. Hence, the event occurrence frequency highly affects the energy-efficiency of our approach. We find the average event occurrence frequency, f ef , for the energy-efficient operation of our approach and the steps to find it can be found in Appendix, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi. ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TMC.2015.2493526. The upper limit of event occurrence frequency for different event occurrence frequency is given in the following table.
The below table shows that as the event radius increases, the event frequency satisfying the energy-efficiency decreases due to the resulting larger event routing corridor. 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We establish a simulation environment in MATLAB to study the performance of our clustering protocol. We perform simulations to test our protocol in terms of the number of data and control packet transmissions, the time steps for clustering, the connectivity, the energy consumed for the clustering, and changes in the distribution of speed of the nodes and coefficient of the speed in node weight calculation. Nodes are distributed randomly in 100 m x 100 m area. The common parameter that we change is the distance between event and sink, D es . The sink is located at (0, 50) and events are generated on the horizontal line at 50 m level. Simulations are performed for 100 different topologies and the results are averaged to draw a conclusion about our algorithm. Our algorithm is compared in the simulations with DSAC [29] , SOC [26] and Maximum Node Biclique (MNB) Clustering in [15] . The other parameters, which are the CR transmission range, r, and the event radius, R, are changed during the simulations. These parameters are used since their changes reflect the performance of our protocol, and the eligibility corridor and spectrum-aware clustering are highly related to these parameters. Furthermore, there are five licensed channels in the system. Each PU utilizes a randomly selected channel from these licensed channels.
In our simulations, the coefficients in the weight calculation are selected as w 1 ¼ 0:4, w 2 ¼ 0:3, w 3 ¼ 0:1, w 4 ¼ 0:1, and w 5 ¼ 0:1. The sum of the coefficients is 1 and these coefficients can be changed according to the importance of the parameters in the system.
Data and Control Packet Exchange
We investigate the benefits of clustering on the reduction of data packets at the cost of control packets. We explore the performance of mESAC and no clustering (NC) approaches with and without mobility. In NC case, the packets are routed to the neighbor having at least one common channel and located nearest to the sink. The nearest neighbor to the sink is known by the neighbor discovery [13] as in mESAC. The control packet exchange is performed by the receiver and the transmitter to determine the communication channel. Each event detecting node generates one event packet, this is the worst possible case since the number of data packet is the minimum possible. As the number of event packets increases, the number of data packets prevails the number of the control packets and the effect of data packets becomes predominant. Furthermore, PUs are always ON. Hence, the time variation of the spectrum availability does not change but the spatial spectrum availability changes due to the random placement of the primary users. The always ON PU is the worst case possible for the spectrum opportunity for CRSN nodes since there would be no spectrum opportunity in the time domain. In the first study, we observe the change in the number of packets in terms of R and D es without mobility. We study four cases and the specifications of these cases can be seen in the following As seen in Fig. 4 , in all cases, the number of transmitted data packets is significantly reduced as compared to the NC case due to the aggregation. The number of control packets increases due to the formation of clustering. On the other hand, there is substantial number of control packet exchange for NC approach to coordinate the communication. It does not benefit from the data aggregation which is one of the main motivation to use clustering. The efficiency of the clustering may be less in Case 3 and Case 4 which mainly depends on the size of the data and control packets. This is the result of the eligibility corridor formation. If the size of the data packet is two times the size of the control packet, mESAC becomes inefficient as seen in Fig. 4 in Case 3. If the size of the data packet is four times greater than the control packet, mESAC becomes more efficient in all cases.
As the event radius increases, there would be more event detecting nodes. It results in more data and control packet transmissions. Furthermore, the increase in D es causes more control packet exchange since the event-to-sink corridor is expanded. For NC approach, the increase in D es causes more data and control packet transmission due to the increase in the number of hops between the event and the sink.
The effect of the mobility is also investigated. In this set of study, the random waypoint mobility model is used and the mean of the nodes speed is changed. CRSN nodes move in random directions in the magnitude of their speed at each time step. We have studied four cases where R ¼ 20 m which can be tabulated as follows:
Mobility increases the control packet exchange since the neighborhood of the nodes changes and the routes between the event and the sink changes accordingly. There may be a need of control packet exchanges to establish the routing path from the event to the sink without the clustering. However, the clustering has a resistance to the mobility since it groups the nodes to use other members in case of the changes in the network structure due to the mobility. As seen in Fig. 5 , as we increase the speed of the nodes, the number of control packet exchange increases in all cases for the two approaches. In mESAC, the cluster nodes are reserved for the possible relay node selection in the clustering structure. However, in NC approach, the transmitter may lose its contact with the receiver node that is located the nearest to the sink which may cause extra control packet exchange. In this set of study, since the size of the data packet is greater than the size of the control packets, mESAC is more efficient in all the cases as seen Fig. 5 .
Time Steps for Clustering
Establishing clusters requires some time steps since they are formed from scratch. In Section 4.2.1, we stated that the time complexity of selecting cluster-heads is related to the diameter of the eligibility corridor. In addition to the selection of cluster-heads, forming the eligibility corridor also requires time.
As we increase r, the diameter of the eligibility corridor decreases. It results in a bit less time for clustering in mESAC as seen in Fig. 6 . Furthermore, the time steps required for clustering increases with the number of hops to reach the sink. Hence, the increase in the distance between event and sink increases the required time steps. Our algorithm, mESAC, performs the best for event-driven clustering scenarios as seen in Fig. 6 . DSAC, SOC and MNB need more control packet exchange for clustering, therefore, they need more time steps to finalize the cluster formation.
The time steps required for clustering slightly increase with an increase in the event radius. This is an expected result since the clustering time depends on the size of the eligibility corridor. This slight difference is due to the expansion of eligibility corridor with the increase in the event radius as seen in Fig. 7 . This case is the same for the other protocols for an increase in event radius. DSAC performs worser than mESAC and better than SOC and MNB. DSAC needs more message exchange than mESAC since each node agglomerate with its neighbor to form clusters and the formed clusters again combine with neighboring clusters. This increases the message exchange for clustering, and hence the time steps required for clustering.
Connectivity
We define the connectivity as the ratio of average number of common channels of a cluster with its neighbor clusters. In mESAC, we select the nodes with the highest number of vacant channel in their neighborhood to increase the possible number of common channels with neighboring cluster-heads. In our algorithm, the cluster-heads are selected in onehop neighborhood of the eligible nodes. The neighborhood depends on the transmission range of the nodes. If r increases, it will increase the distance between the neighboring cluster-heads. The occupied channel in a neighborhood is more likely to be vacant for more distant nodes. Thus, it will increase the probability of having higher number of vacant channels between clusters. As seen in Fig. 8 , the increase in the transmission range increases the connectivity.
The reason for better performance is that the nodes having the highest number of vacant channels in its neighborhood in mESAC are selected as cluster-heads. Having the highest number of vacant channels increases the possibility to be connected with the neighboring cluster-heads. On the other hand, SOC establishes a balance between the number of cluster members and cluster channels. Hence, it does not consider the inter-cluster connectivity. mESAC establishes more connected clusters as seen in Fig 8. 
Energy Consumption for Clustering
Energy consumption is a major design concern for our algorithm since CRSN nodes have limited battery power. In this set of study, we observe the effects of D es and r on the energy consumption for clustering. As shown in Fig. 9 , an increase in the transmission radius increases the energy consumption since more nodes consume energy for cluster formation process.
SOC has three steps to form and to finalize clusters. Every node informs its neighbors in each step and it causes energy consumption. MNB calculates the weight of each node and forms clusters accordingly as in SOC. Hence, mESAC consumes less energy for clustering than SOC which can be seen in Fig. 9 for different r. DSAC consumes more energy than mESAC due to the iterative agglomeration process.
Re-Clustering Due to Mobility
Mobility of the nodes causes topology changes. It directly affects the cluster stability since the cluster-head may lose its connection with its members due to the changes in the neighborhood and the vacant channel. In this set of experiment, the event is generated at (100,50), and 300 nodes are distributed in the network. The nodes move in the network according to uniform distribution with a density of 1. We observe the effects of the changes in the mean of the uniform distribution. We change the mean of the distribution from m ¼ 0 to m ¼ 1. As seen in Fig. 10a , if we increase the mean of the node speed distribution, the average node speed increases and re-clustering is triggered earlier and more cluster-heads are forced to re-cluster in smaller amount of time. Fig. 10a shows that the slope increases due to increasing m. The ratio of the re-clustered cluster-heads reaches 1 in 40 time steps when m ¼ 1:0 m=s.
The coefficient of the speed in the node weight calculation is important for the stability of cluster-heads against the mobility. We change the coefficient of the node speed, w 5 , with the coefficient of the vacant channels, w 2 , accordingly to make the sum of all weight equal to one. As seen in Fig. 10b , if the weight of the speed in the node weight calculation increases, more cluster-heads are forced to re-cluster for decreasing w 5 . Hence, the increase in the coefficient w 5 makes the cluster-heads more immune to the topology changes.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we address the need for event-to-sink coordination scheme by presenting a clustering protocol for mobile CRSNs to minimize the energy consumption and to coordinate the communication between event and sink. We propose a two phase clustering algorithm which determines eligible nodes for clustering and performs clustering based on node weights according to some system parameters in mobile CRSNs. Eligible node degree, number of available channels, remaining energy of nodes, the distance to the sink and the speed of the nodes are selected parameters to increase the energy-efficiency and connectivity of clusters. We further investigate the average re-clustering probability and how our approach decreases this probability. We obtain the maximum average event frequency to achieve energy efficiency for our protocol.
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